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we are hox HOX




The HOX project is a unique project that strives to bring wholesome happiness to all humanity. The philosophy driving the project is based on empirically proven scientific research. The HOX project is a blockchain-based project that serves as the foundation for a new crypto asset class. Those who prefer to invest in stocks but still want to take advantage of this revolutionary technology can do so by purchasing one of the many Bitcoin stocks available. Visit https://kryptoszene.de/aktien-kaufen/bitcoin-aktien/ to locate the greatest bitcoin stocks with the best bitcoin brokers in the globe. 

More exciting is the model of earning while becoming happy and sharing happiness. Science has proven the four critical hormones that guaranty happiness as briefly summarised below and the HOX project focuses on the ultimate hormone, "oxytocin": to unleash happiness to our world. Please check our






Hox Project :


	
	Created by a Scientist

	
	
	Powered by Artificial Intelligence

	
	
	Focuses on Share Economy

	
	
	Blockchain Based Project

	
	
	Solves Critical Problems

	
	
	Revolutionize the Blockchain Sphere

	
	
	Under Quality Control Principles

	
	
	Has Proven Mathematical Approaches

	




	Read More
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what hugo app diffuse What?













Sharing Economy
HOX aims to provide positive interaction between people with sharing economy.











Customer Loyality
Hox has every parameter for business that makes customer loyalty constant.











Active-Passive Income
Hox guarantees you a profit in both a moving and stable life cycle.











Donation Culture
Hox makes both the donation campaign initiator and the donee happy.











Social World
Hox brings people together in the frame of love and profit with many tools and services.











Tradeable Value
Hox token adds value to your pocket by trading on the exchanges via usdt, btc, eth and many crypto currencies. Many cryptocurrency exchanges are available now that allow people to trade digital coins such as tokens as well as digital currencies. One such exchange that supports trading on digital currencies is bitcoin prime, which always makes sure to offer a safe trading environment to traders. Learn more about this app at https://coincierge.de/bitcoin-prime/









Hug Oxytocin is a project that will make people real social. Today, everyone has smartphones at hand, they surely have a social network. Hug Oxytocin fully carries the social network to real life and enables people to mingle with each other. It will do this through the Hugo App. When people communicate with each other, eating, drinking, entertainment etc. they will earn both discount and HOX token from places where they pay. When people meet, HOX Token will not only get a discount, they will also mint the HOX token by by POM (Proof of Meet). Businesses will provide customer loyalty by getting memberships with the HOX token via the Hugo App. Individual Hugo App users will have the chance to have more HOX tokens, more discounts and more people to reach, according to their membership categories. On the other hand, by organizing donation campaigns in the local, national and international environment, organizers will both help those who are in need and earn HOX token themselves.
HOX Token will also be used as a commision method  to transact cryptocurrencies between Hugo App users. Also, Hugo App will be provide as a cryptocurrency wallet.
As a result, HOX Token should be viewed as a fuel that enables the movement of Hugo App.

















Hox Token Usecases

33 Million HOX Token ( 100M Total Supply, 67M Mintable) will be used in the following purposes:




Business & Developments









App Circulations









Product Management









Marketing









Unesco & Unicef









Team & Advisors









International Agreements









Recruitments




















hox allocation  plan works
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SELÇUK TOPAL, PhD.
 CEO, Founder and Academic Advisor
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Willy S. Codoni 
CTO and Blockchain Developer
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SEDAT DERYAL 
Marketing and Communication Specialist, CMO
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Arma Fahrudin
CIO and Graphic Design Specialist
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Al Kadir Bedi
Community Manager and Marketing Specialist
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Supporters voluntary










	
	
	
	
	









Mehmet Ali Yiğit
The Project Supporter

















	
	
	
	
	









Ahmet Fatih Yıldırım 
The Project Supporter
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Hugo App Memberships HOX




	
	
	Users
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	For HOX Token and Discount Hunters

	

	Users are happy
	Users who paid hox to the Hugo App at the membership rates shown in the picture on the left get both hox and discounts, which increase exponentially.

	

	
	
	
	Bizs
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	For Businesses Asking Loyal Customers

	

	Businesses are happy
	Businesses that have hox membership to the Hugo App at the rates shown in the picture on the left expose both hox and customer rain, exponentially increasing.
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